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No single agency can deliver on the 
complexities of keeping communities safe 
and so Bury’s Community Safety Partnership 
(CSP) brings agencies together to facilitate a 
joined-up approach. 

The CSP has faced some significant new 
challenges in recent years; most significantly, 
there has been a change in the issues 
presented to partners to address, 
compounded by substantial resource 
pressures. That being said, Bury is a very safe 
town in which to live and work and we are 
confident that this Plan will enable the town 
to continue to thrive.

The Plan is a living, working document.  The 
priorities represent a real but realistic 
challenge for the lead agencies and other 
groups and organisations participating 
alongside them. The priorities and key 
objectives set out in this plan are based upon 
an assessment of crime and disorder issues 
across the Borough and reflect the views of 
the community on matters that need to be 
prioritised. 

FOREWORD
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Chief Superintendent Stuart Ellison 
(Chair of the Community Safety Partnership)

Councillor Tamoor Tariq 
(Cabinet Member for Communities & Safer Neighbourhoods)
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The Crime and Disorder Act 1998 places 
obligations on the Community Safety 
Partnership to produce a Community Safety 
Plan to outline how all partners intend to 
work together to impact upon crime and 
disorder, substance misuse and reduce 
reoffending in the local area. 

The Crime and Disorder Act 1998 changed 
the way crime and anti-social behaviour was 
to be tackled, as it is recognised that in order 
to be effective, agencies needed to work 
together to address the issues collectively. 

Each local area formed a Crime and Disorder 
Reduction Partnership (CDRP) which are now 
called Community Safety Partnerships 
(CSPs).

INTRODUCTION

Team Bury’s CSP is made up of key statutory 
partners that must ensure specific 
obligations such as public engagement and 
delivery of an action plan are met.

Our partners are: Greater Manchester Police, 
Bury Council, Greater Manchester Fire & 
Rescue Service, Probation Service, 
Community Rehabilitation Company, HM 
Prison Service, Six Town Housing, Youth 
Offending Service, Bury CCG, Public Health

We also work with a large number of other 
public and private sector partners as well as 
voluntary and community groups to 
collectively implement and deliver initiatives 
that will help all areas of Bury become a safe 
place to live, work and visit.

WHO ARE TEAM BURY’S COMMUNITY 
SAFETY PARTNERSHIP?

How does the plan link with the Regional 
Context?

This strategy aligns closely with the Mayor of 
Greater Manchester’s ‘Standing Together’ 
Police & Crime Plan. This enables us to 
co-ordinate resources more effectively and 
undertake regional work where beneficial. 

Each of the priorities directly links to one of 
the three over-arching goals identified in the 
Standing Together Plan:

1. To keep people safe - for those who live, 
work, socialise and travel in Greater 
Manchester, as well as protecting those who 
are vulnerable.

2. To reduce harm and offending – preventing 
anti-social and criminal behaviour by 
intervening earlier and rehabilitating offenders.

3. To strengthen communities and places – by 
helping to build resilient communities and 
strengthening the delivery of public assets



WORKING TO COLLECTIVELY 
IMPLEMENT AND DELIVER 
INITIATIVES THAT WILL HELP 
ALL AREAS OF BURY BECOME 
A SAFE PLACE TO LIVE, WORK 
AND VISIT.

According to the 2011 census, the population 
of Bury has increased by 4360 since 2001. 
Since 2015, it is estimated that more people 
moved out of Bury than moved in from 
elsewhere, and more people were born in 
Bury than died. 

The 2011 census results for Bury put our 
population at 185,060, whilst the 2016 figures 
show the population at 189,330; showing a 
2% increase in 5 years.  By 2020 the 
population is estimated to reach 
approximately 193,400.
   
The age profile of the town’s population has 
changed over time, with those aged 65+ 
having increased by 26% between 2001-2016. 
In 2016 38.2% of Bury’s population were aged 
under 16 or over 64, and based on current 
projections it is anticipated that by 2020 this 
will reach 39.2%.   

During the period 2007-2017 there were just 
over 3,100 new dwellings built in Bury, with 
33% of these being built in Radcliffe. The 
average in the past ten years has been 312 
new dwellings per year, whilst the past five 
years has seen an average completion rate of 
357 new dwellings per annum.
 
Bury has an increasingly diverse mix of ethnic 
and religious communities. Latest census 
figures show that in 2011 10.8% of residents 
described themselves as belonging to a 
mixed, black, Asian or other ethnic persons 
group, compared to 6.1% in 2001. There have 
been significant increases in both Asian and 
black ethnic groups. 

ABOUT BURY

There is also a large proportion of the 
population in Bury that identify their religion 
as Jewish. 42% of Jewish people in Bury live 
in the Sedgley area; these people constitute 
2.4% of Bury’s entire population.

There is a comparative lack of quantitative 
data on lesbian, gay, bisexual and 
transgender (LGBT) people and communities 
in Bury as information on sexual orientation 
and gender identity was not collected at the 
last census. By applying national data from 
2016 to Bury’s population figures, it is 
probable that there are approximately 13,060 
people living in Bury (6.9%) that do not 
identify themselves as heterosexual / 
straight, some will also identify other than 
Cis-gender (a different gender to the one in 
which they were born.) or Intersex (Born with 
several variations in sex characteristics).

Information on civil partnerships was 
collected in the 2011 Census, with 253 people 
in Bury responding that they were in a 
registered same-sex civil partnership.
 
Although levels of deprivation have reduced 
in Bury between 2010–2015, Bury is about 
average for England at local authority levels 
of deprivation. It is ranked 122nd most 
deprived of the 326 districts in England, and 
of the 10 areas in Greater Manchester, Bury is 
the 8th most deprived (i.e. 3rd least deprived) 
Compared with the overall Index of Multiple 
Deprivation (IMD) rank, Bury is relatively less 
deprived for: education; skills and training; 
and barriers to housing and services, and is 
more relatively deprived for: employment; and 
health and disability. 
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DEMAND FOR COMMUNITY 
SAFETY IN BURY

On an average day in Bury:
• There is a Police Officer on duty for every 12,500 people
• There are 11 incidents of Domestic Abuse
• There are 6 incidents of Criminal Damage or Arson
• Community Rehabilitation Company will supervise a total caseload of 450 offenders 
• The Police deal with 4 incidents relating to Mental Health

In an average month:
• 43 Hate Crime incidents will occur
• There are 235 Public Order offences
• 2 Anti-Social Behaviour Contracts are issued
• The Community Rehabilitation Company will deliver rehabilitation group work to 104 offenders
• 30 defective fire alarms are replaced by The Fire Service
• There are 150 violent crimes resulting in an injury

In an average year:
• There is 1 Homicide
• 236 new cases of Anti-Social Behaviour are dealt with by the Local Authority.
• 867 Safe and Well Visits are delivered by the Fire Service
• There are 912 Road Traffic Collisions reported to the Police.
• There are 804 missing person reports
• 66 families are supported by the Children’s and Young Persons Domestic Violence Worker
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Some key achievements throughout the life of the last Plan include:

Protecting Vulnerable People
• Increased frequency of MARAC meetings to provide quicker interventions for victims of 
Domestic Abuse
• Increased the number of Independent Domestic Violence Advocates dealing with high-risk 
victims
• Introduced an early-intervention process for standard-risk victims of Domestic Abuse to reduce 
the risk of escalation
• Launched a Domestic Abuse Strategy, which will be revised in 2018.
• Piloted a Behaviour Change programme to work with Perpetrators of Domestic Abuse
• Launched a new emergency accommodation project for victims of Domestic Abuse
• Following a violent disorder neighbourhood Police teams commenced a programme of 
working with the residents of a caravan park in order to forge stronger relationships with this 
isolated community.
• A Children’s and Young Persons Domestic Violence Worker was appointed to support families 
where Domestic Violence & Abuse was a factor.
• More than 100 people have completed a Domestic Abuse Support Group session at Children’s 
Centres.  

Transforming Justice
• At the end of 2015 Bury began a pilot to divert female adult offenders out of the criminal justice 
system. The scheme is run in conjunction with Women of Worth who are a GMCA funded charity 
supporting vulnerable women. In the last two and a half years, 81 female adult offenders have 
been referred to the scheme for support as an alternative to prosecution. The scheme has seen 
some significant successes, not only reducing the re-offending rate (8%) lower than that of the 
national average (19%) but also identifying domestic abuse as a link to offending. 
• Co-location of services with Police, CRC and Probation has led to improved flow of information 
and enhanced Partnership working.

Reducing Crime & ASB
• ASB was down 26% in the 12 months to April 2018
• Developed place-based working approaches to manage ASB and crime
• Community Groups funded using Proceeds of Crime monies to fund schemes with a focus on a 
reduction in ASB.

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS FOR 2014-17
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Resilient Communities
• Developed a co-ordinated approach across 
Partnership to Social Media campaigns
• Ran a number of campaigns across Hate 
Crime, ASB and Domestic Abuse both across 
GM footprint and more local, targeted 
campaigns
• Undertook a significant amount of training 
with schools, professionals and in 
communities around Hate Crime, Prevent, 
Cohesion and Domestic Abuse
• Worked with Town Centre colleagues to 
regain Purple Flag accreditation for Bury 
Town Centre
• Opened a number of Hate Crime Reporting 
Centres across Bury. We now have more Hate 
Crime Reporting Centres per capita than any 
other area in Greater Manchester
• Relaunched Strategic Interfaith Group as 
Bury Faith Forum with Faith Groups taking 
ownership
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P R I O R I T Y  1

This priority reflects our core business and 
recognises the range of needs that many 
vulnerable people who come into contact with 
partner agencies have, so that we create a 
more person-centred approach to 
vulnerability and victimisation. 

As such, we would like to see significant 
progress in some specific crime types such 
as Modern Slavery but also see 
improvements in outcomes for vulnerable 
individuals involved in any crime type or 
antisocial behaviour. In this approach we are 
prioritising children and vulnerable adults as 
our focus of safeguarding.

Who will deliver this? 
Domestic Abuse Strategic Group, Domestic 
Abuse Forum, Community Safety Partnership. 

This contributes to Priorities 1, 2 & 3 from the 
GM Standing Together Plan.

PROTECT AND 
SUPPORT 
VULNERABLE 
PEOPLE AREAS OF FOCUS

Victims of domestic abuse and sexual violence - including Female Genital Mutilation (FGM), 
Forced Marriage and ‘honour’ based violence

What we will do
• Ensure that all potential victims are accessing services, with specific 
emphasis on Minority Groups and older people.
• Bring together key Partners from Statutory Services and Voluntary Sector to ensure a 
co-ordinated approach where services are jointly commissioned.
• Ensure frontline and specialist services are up-skilled to be able to identify; approach; engage 
and rehabilitate perpetrators of abuse to prevent re-victimisation.
• Build on existing Early Intervention & Prevention approaches to stop Domestic Abuse from 
happening in the first place.
• Undertake systematic gathering of intelligence (particularly softer intelligence) to inform 
service delivery.

Child Sexual Exploitation

What we will do
• Work with Partners to prevent and tackle CSE through awareness-raising in communities, 
front-line training for agencies and robust enforcement action against offenders.
• Contribute to the Child Sexual Exploitation and Missing From Home Strategy
• Develop information sharing protocols with Safeguarding Boards and appropriate Sub-Groups
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AREAS OF FOCUS

Improve pathways to enable victims to access support they need

What we will do
• Identify gaps in, and opportunities to improve, support services for victims of crime, identifying 
any barriers and sharing ‘what works’, with a particular focus on ‘Early Help’. 
• Improve quality of response to victims of Hate Crime.
• Identify opportunities to strengthen the victim services model through local integration and 
collaborative working with other support services. 
• Proactively identify opportunities to intervene early to prevent harm.

PUTTING VICTIMS FIRST

Being a victim of crime can undermine a person’s confidence and make them unhappy or 
frightened. It can affect a person’s outlook on life. The Criminal Justice System should be 
service-orientated, with the victim at the centre of all it does. Victims and witnesses of crime and 
anti-social behaviour deserve the very best treatment, service and outcomes possible to help 
them cope, recover and thrive.

Who will deliver this? 
Victim Services Co-ordinator for the Police will lead on much of this work supported by all Task 
& Finish Groups.

This contributes to Priority 1 from the GM Standing Together Plan.

P R I O R I T Y  2
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Managing repeat offenders remains a key 
priority not only for Bury but nationally. 
Statistics estimate that around half of all 
crime is committed by individuals with 
previous convictions with an estimated cost 
to the taxpayer of £9.5 to £13 billion per year. 
Alongside this are the Personal and 
Community impacts of crime which make 
this one of the most important issues facing 
the Partnership.

Who will deliver this? 
Reducing Re-offending Group, IOM 
Partnership Meeting, Community Safety 
Partnership. 

This contributes to Priority 2 from the GM 
Standing Together Plan

REDUCE 
RE-OFFENDING AREAS OF FOCUS

Strategic Approach

What we will do
• Create a single, integrated multi-agency plan for reducing offending and re-offending 
• Develop and monitor referral pathways/ access to key services to ensure offenders have the 
support they need to stop offending

Restorative Justice

What we will do
• Develop an effective Restorative Justice model for Adults and Youths

Out of court disposals

What we will do
• Development of effective out of court disposals as an alternative to the Criminal Justice System 
(where there is evidence of a reduction in recividism)

P R I O R I T Y  3
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With a population that is becoming 
increasingly diverse it is important to work 
actively to identify changing issues and 
maintain Bury’s high level of cohesion. 

As Regional, National and International 
events unfold we must respond quickly and 
effectively where there are tensions to be 
addressed. Our concern is not just with race 
and culture - it also examines the many 
factors that could divide our local community 
such as social class, prejudice and 
discrimination on the grounds of age, gender, 
disability, faith or sexual orientation.

Additionally, we cannot underestimate the 
positive impact that access to safe public 
spaces, organised sport and culture can have 
both on a community’s wellbeing and levels 
of crime and we will work together with 
partners to promote these ideals. 

Who will lead on this work? 
Hate Crime Forum & Prevent Steering Group.

This contributes to Priorities 1,2 and 3 from 
the GM Standing Together Plan.

AREAS OF FOCUS

Hate Crime

What we will do
• Develop a new Hate Crime Strategy aimed at understanding, preventing and tackling Hate Crime 
in Bury. 
• Undertake targeted work with Perpetrators of Hate Crime in hotspots.
• Work closely with communities to raise awareness and encourage reporting of Hate Crime.

Prevent

What we will do
• Challenge the ideology of extremism, and provide support for individuals who are vulnerable to 
radicalisation.
• Ensure systems and training are in place to encourage professionals and members of the public 
to report relevant concerns.

Community Cohesion

What we will do
• Ensure that we are having efficient, representative engagement with communities and actively 
seeking to implement public feedback in delivering our services.

BUILD STABLE,
COHESIVE 
COMMUNITIES
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AREAS OF FOCUS

Neighbourhood Delivery Model

What we will do
• Contribute to the development of the PSR Hub and effective place-based initiatives 

Integrated working

What we will do
• Seek closer alignment with key Partner Boards to improve opportunities for joint working and 
reduce duplication.

ASB

What we will do
• Ensure that efforts to address Anti-Social Behaviour are intertwined with the PSR Hub processes 
and that the whole borough benefits from a Partnership approach.

Public Sector Reform is changing the face of how services are delivered. Community Safety 
Partners are at the forefront of meeting these challenges and are driving transformational change 
and redesign of services by developing new partnerships and ways of integrating delivery to 
provide services that are fundamentally better.

Who will deliver this? 
All partners.

This contributes to Priority 3 from the GM Standing Together Plan.
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DEVELOP A PARTNERSHIP APPROACH 
TO COMMUNITY SAFETY
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STRUCTURE

Delivery will be via an Action Plan developed 
through the Community Safety Partnership 
which will set out what each of the Task and 
Finish Groups detailed in the structure will do 
to achieve the objectives identified under the 
5 Priorities. 

A key action of the Partnership is to 
co-ordinate delivery, bring partners together 
and identify resources and skills in order to 
achieve the best possible outcomes.

Performance Management
The action plan will be built around a robust 
outcome-based performance management 
framework to review and monitor progress. 
The plan will be reviewed and refreshed 
annually.

DELIVERING 
THE PLAN
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COMMUNITY SAFETY
PARTNERSHIP

GREATER MANCHESTER
COMBINED AUTHORITY

TEAM BURY
WIDER LEADERSHIP

HEALTH AND
WELLBEING BOARD

SAFEGUARDING
BOARDS

REDUCING
RE-OFFENDING

DVA STRATEGIC
GROUP

ORGANISED CRIME
GROUP

HATE CRIME
FORUM

PREVENT STEERING
GROUP

JOINT ENGAGEMENT
TEAM



If you need help understanding this document:

Contact: Community Safety Manager
Service: Bury Council, Community Safety Team
Email: communitysafetyteam@bury.gov.uk
Tel: 0161 253 5099

Address: Room 26, Bury Town Hall,  
Knowsley Street, Bury. BL9 0SW


